Why Women Leave Interview Protocol

Demographics: Name
Age
Length of time at UW
Promoted? Title/status when left
Current title/job, location

1. What are you currently doing?
3. Describe your experience on campus. Best things, worst things.
4. Why did you leave the UW?
5. How far into being here did you know that you were unhappy? Wanted to leave?
6. Did you have these concerns when you accepted the position at UW?
7. What types of things could the UW have done to improve your experience? The department?
8. What types of resources did you seek for support? Were they helpful?
9. Would you recommend others to apply to or accept a job at the UW?
10. Do you remain in contact with anyone at UW?
11. What types of things are different in your current job?
12. What could an organization like WISELI do to improve the experience for women on campus?